
what I like most about brain quests is that I can 
rewrite them in order to improve on my test that I 

did earlier on

it makes me understand maths more better i  get 
good marks it is very helpful and exciting to do

I like that when you redo a brain quest, you feel 
more confident about the next one.

They help me to understand some things that I did not 
understand, They also boost my Confidence

And also my Marks get higher even more
 

HOW I LEARN AND TO UNDERSTAND MORE.
IT HELPS ME TO KNOW MORE.

I AM THE TOP 1 IN MY CLASS FOR MATHS BECAUSE 
OF GREEENSHOOTS

I like that when i have submitted it tells me what I 
got wrong and ill improve the next time!

1. I like it because it teaches you how to calculate the sums
2. makes me feel more confident about maths
3.it makes me feel proud about maths and it gives me hope
to be come a doctor

Learner Voice 2021/22: What do you like most about doing MCO?

It's a good way to in prove your marks. I got a bad mark 
in maths because I didn't understand the work until I did 

green shoots and understand my work much better

when i started doing math it was a boring subject now 
math is my best subject brain quest makes a better 

understanding  for math

that the math is hard but i still try my best and if i do 
not get something right i still see my mistakes to 

improve myself

I fell very proud  of my self when  i am doing maths 
and i have more confidence to explain to athers 

when they dont understand 

  I always feel more confident in the exams . Now I 
can answer my teacher when she asks a question. 

I like maths,I was never that good at maths but 
ever since doing the maths online, my maths 

started to improve 

It is always get excited to see my score after a quiz . 
When ever I get a good  score I always tell my parents 

at home and then they reward me for it

that they teach me more so maybe I get that in the same thing 
in the exam then I know I studied it and I have done it already 

then I can get a better score thank you brain quests

I enjoy the part that the brain quests challenge me and my 
limitations they encourage me to do more than I thought was 

possible . They have changed the way I think and do math sums. 

 I can see what I got wrong then I try again 
and score higher in the brain quest

Sometimes I feel like cant make it. I like Brain Quests 
because it it makes me smarter and it shows me that 

maths cant always be hard. I can improve alot. 

I FEEL VERY CONFIDENT ABOUT 
MATHS .I TELL MY FAMILY AT HOME.

SEING MY SCORES . NOT WAITING FOR IT 
TO GET MARKED BY THE EDUCATOR.

They help me to understand some things that I did 
not understand And also my Marks get higher 

even more

I like it when we get the chance to restart and look at 
the scores and if I did not do well I try again and 

again to get it right I love mco

 I like brain quest it helps me . Brain quest are fun it 
helps you think.IT IS sometimes difficult but i can 

improve.It takes some time to improve but I,ll get there 

 brain quests helps you with maths and it makes it fun 
for you to try even if your bad at maths brain quests 

helps you its makes learning so much fun 


